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@GretaThunberg,
2 Months time to enhance your auto-immuum system for a
visit to @UNFCCC.

I trust you to have adults at home, who help you out…
This is a straightforward letter.
Blunt - honest - helpful.
First this:
My heart cries, when I see that kids & younger generation cover themselves with fake
blood to get a message across to politicians & co.
But I can’t sit here and cry all day.
What is the @UN ?
UN is suppose to be the Best quality rolemodel for the Stateparties to the UN-charter.
This means: UN presents the Best Humanrights & Solutions for violations of
Humanrights possible to all people on Earth in the MilkwayGalaxy.
Reality 2019: UN is only a Self-enrichment system for people who work there… or work
at UN-linked Organisations.
UNSG AntonioGuterres = terrorist.
He does not want Courts of Law to operate in a way
that the persons working for
the UN
can be forced to stop their Self-enrichment at the cost of the lives of the
Simple People.
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Simple People on Earth & Intergalaxy,
may not be strong enough to Demand
that the UN-budget is being used for what it is meant to be,
namely:
RESET of Humanrights for the Evolution of All of Us,
in good health - labour - happiness - justice.
Babyboomers have turned themselves into Sociopaths; they brainwashed themselves
for the Evolution of private Materialism….. and Freedom to Murder.
This tastes fine to them!
Horrifying to the Lawless Simple People on Earth & Intergalaxy.

UN-power language-game
People working at UN or linked organisations, play the following games:
●

●

They always ignore the UN-charter & Humanrights;
○

Always skip the TALKS about the way Humanrights must be conducted related to the National Constitution & National Laws -.

○

Always skip TALKS about Court of Law procedures that can End a
conflict, without violence.

○

Always skip the Trip to the Courts of Law for conflict-ending.

○

They - almost - immediately start to:
■ hide information +
■ lie +
■ bully with a few facts ( which are often Lobby-facts instead of
Legal facts) +
■ design Resolution which are 100% worthless in Courtroom
■ design new Treaties when the current Criminal Lobby becomes
ineffective…. and the Simple People may not discover HOW the
crimes against humanity & warcrimes are being carefully designed
at @UN @WTO

Terror-talks: A warcriminal, sitting at the @UN table’ is only prepared to Do the
Good thing…’ after he or she is forced to accept Legal Truth.
○

This Legal Evidence must also be presented in a way ‘that the criminal
can only confess that he/ she made a Justice - mistake’.
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○

The person who presents the Legal Evidence must pave the Legal
-procedure too , during the conversation.
Meaning: the persons who presents the Evidence must also prove that
he / she knows ‘how the Court-system operates, so the Court of Law will
indeed. STOP the CRIMINAL’.
The UN-criminal must be addressed in a way ‘that he / she can do
Nothing else be become a Good legally Fair operating person’.

●

Healing talks do NOT excist anymore at @UN, all caused by the arrival of the
International Criminal Court….
○
○

Paradize for Politicians & Friends.
Hell for the Lawless Simple People on Earth & Intergalaxy.
There is absolutely Nobody - among the Leaders on Earth in the MilkwayGalaxy

who conducts the UN-charter + National Constitution + National law.
Today, its up to the @ClimateClaim Generation
to prove that they know everything about
UN-corruption / manipulations / laundry service
for Self-enrichment via International Court of Law.
And, KIDS & Young adults
must also prove
that they can make @UN-linkes Leaders
operate legally correct on Homeland -territory.

Tomorrow, I shall write about Self-defence for the KIDS… while being at @UN.

With Love from the SpaceLab,
DésiréeStokkel
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